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  Capturing Sound Mark Katz,2010-10-07 Fully revised and
updated, this text adds coverage of mashups and auto-tune,
explores recent developments in file sharing, and includes an
expanded conclusion and bibliography.
  Songwriting For Dummies Dave Austin,Jim Peterik,Cathy
Lynn Austin,2010-07-08 Proven techniques for songwriting
success This friendly, hands-on guide tackles the new face of the
recording industry, guiding you through the shift from traditional
sales to downloads and mobile music, as well as how you can
harness social media networks to get your music out there. You
get basic songwriting concepts, insider tips and advice, and
inspiration for writing — and selling — meaningful, timeless
songs. Songwriting 101 — get a grip on everything you need to
know to write a song, from learning to listen to your inner voice
to creating a mood and everything in between Jaunt around the
genres — discover the variety of musical genres and find your fit,
whether it's rock, pop, R&B, gospel, country, or more Let the
lyrics out — master the art of writing lyrics, from finding your
own voice to penning the actual words to using hooks, verses,
choruses, and bridges Make beautiful music — find your rhythm,
make melodies, and use chords to put the finishing touches on
your song Work the Web — harness online marketing and social
networks like Facebook, Twitter, and others to get your music
heard by a whole new audience Open the book and find: What you
need to know before you write a single note Tips on finding
inspiration Ways to use poetic devices in lyrics Computer and
Web-based shortcuts and technologies to streamline songwriting
A look at famous songwriting collaborators Writing for stage,
screen, and television How to make a demo to get your song
heard Advice on how to make money from your music Learn to:
Develop your songwriting skills with tips and techniques from the
pros Use social networking sites to get your music out to the
public Break into the industry with helpful, how-to instructions
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  Performing Rites Simon Frith,1998-02-06 Who's better?
Billie Holiday or P. J. Harvey? Blur or Oasis? Dylan or Keats? And
how many friendships have ridden on the answer? Such questions
aren't merely the stuff of fanzines and idle talk; they inform our
most passionate arguments, distill our most deeply held values,
make meaning of our ever-changing culture. In Performing Rites,
one of the most influential writers on popular music asks what we
talk about when we talk about music. What's good, what's bad?
What's high, what's low? Why do such distinctions matter?
Instead of dismissing emotional response and personal taste as
inaccessible to the academic critic, Simon Frith takes these forms
of engagement as his subject--and discloses their place at the very
center of the aesthetics that structure our culture and color our
lives. Taking up hundreds of songs and writers, Frith insists on
acts of evaluation of popular music as music. Ranging through
and beyond the twentieth century, Performing Rites puts the Pet
Shop Boys and Puccini, rhythm and lyric, voice and technology,
into a dialogue about the undeniable impact of popular aesthetics
on our lives. How we nod our heads or tap our feet, grin or
grimace or flip the dial; how we determine what's sublime and
what's for real--these are part of the way we construct our social
identities, and an essential response to the performance of all
music. Frith argues that listening itself is a performance, both
social gesture and bodily response. From how they are made to
how they are received, popular songs appear here as not only
meriting aesthetic judgments but also demanding them, and
shaping our understanding of what all music means.
  Cloud Atlas David Mitchell,2010-07-16 By the New York
Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks | Shortlisted for the
Man Booker Prize A postmodern visionary and one of the leading
voices in twenty-first-century fiction, David Mitchell combines
flat-out adventure, a Nabokovian love of puzzles, a keen eye for
character, and a taste for mind-bending, philosophical and
scientific speculation in the tradition of Umberto Eco, Haruki
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Murakami, and Philip K. Dick. The result is brilliantly original
fiction as profound as it is playful. In this groundbreaking novel,
an influential favorite among a new generation of writers,
Mitchell explores with daring artistry fundamental questions of
reality and identity. Cloud Atlas begins in 1850 with Adam Ewing,
an American notary voyaging from the Chatham Isles to his home
in California. Along the way, Ewing is befriended by a physician,
Dr. Goose, who begins to treat him for a rare species of brain
parasite. . . . Abruptly, the action jumps to Belgium in 1931,
where Robert Frobisher, a disinherited bisexual composer,
contrives his way into the household of an infirm maestro who has
a beguiling wife and a nubile daughter. . . . From there we jump
to the West Coast in the 1970s and a troubled reporter named
Luisa Rey, who stumbles upon a web of corporate greed and
murder that threatens to claim her life. . . . And onward, with
dazzling virtuosity, to an inglorious present-day England; to a
Korean superstate of the near future where neocapitalism has run
amok; and, finally, to a postapocalyptic Iron Age Hawaii in the
last days of history. But the story doesn’t end even there. The
narrative then boomerangs back through centuries and space,
returning by the same route, in reverse, to its starting point.
Along the way, Mitchell reveals how his disparate characters
connect, how their fates intertwine, and how their souls drift
across time like clouds across the sky. As wild as a videogame, as
mysterious as a Zen koan, Cloud Atlas is an unforgettable tour de
force that, like its incomparable author, has transcended its cult
classic status to become a worldwide phenomenon.
  Popular Music, Stars and Stardom Stephen Loy,Julie
Rickwood,Samantha Bennett,2018-06-15 A popular fascination
with fame and stardom has existed in Western culture since the
late eighteenth century; a fascination that, in the twenty‑first
century, reaches into almost every facet of public life. The
pervasive nature of stardom in modern society demands study
from the perspectives of a range of distinct but thematically
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connected disciplines. The exploration of intersections between
broader considerations of stardom and the discourses of popular
music studies is the genesis for this volume. The chapters
collected here demonstrate the variety of work currently being
undertaken in stardom studies by scholars in Australia. The
contributions range from biographical considerations of the stars
of popular music, contributions to critical discourses of stardom
in the industry more broadly, and the various ways in which the
use of astronomical metaphors, in both cultural commentary and
academic discourse, demonstrate notions of stardom firmly
embedded in popular music thought. Not only do these chapters
represent a range of perspectives on popular music, stars and
stardom, they provide eloquent and innovative contributions to
the developing discourse on stardom in popular music.
  The 100 Best Australian Albums John O'Donnell,Toby
Creswell,Craig Mathieson,2011-08 Australian music has a proud,
colourful and successful history. In 2008, Australian rock and roll
turned 50. This book names the best Australian albums of the last
50 years. It places each album in order (from 1 u 100) and
discusses why each album deserves its place. It tells the story
behind the making of the album, where the album fits in the
artist's career and the album's impact on the local and world
stage etc. The entries will feature new interviews with the artists
and the producers/managers involved in the recording and the
release of the album. It wouldn't be a good list if it didn't polarise
people and we hope that this list will. We also hope that it will get
people sitting around comparing their favourites and discovering
or re-discovering these great albums and others. With 70 years of
loving and writing about Australian music between us, we
shamelessly believe we've earned the right to write this book. And
we think we've got it right. Let the debate begin.o u John
O'Donnell, April 2010 Finally, here is a much-needed list of
argument-starting top 100 seminal/ influential/essential
Australian albums of all time. Let the fight begin!
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  Understanding Popular Music Culture Roy
Shuker,2012-11-12 Written specifically for students, this
introductory textbook explores the history and meaning of rock
and popular music. Roy Shuker's study provides an accessible and
comprehensive introduction to the production, distribution,
consumption and meaning of popular music and examines the
difficulties and debates which surround the analysis of popular
culture and popular music. This heavily revised and updated third
edition includes: new case studies on the iPod, downloading, and
copyright the impact of technologies, including on-line delivery
and the debates over MP3 and Napster new chapters on music
genres, cover songs and the album canon as well as music retail,
radio and the charts case studies and lyrics of artists such as
Robert Johnson, The Who, Fat Boy Slim and The Spice Girls a
comprehensive discography, suggestions for further reading,
listening and viewing and a directory of useful websites. With
chapter related guides to further reading, listening and viewing, a
glossary, and a timeline, this textbook is the ideal introduction for
students.
  Bobbi Brown Makeup Manual Bobbi Brown,2008-12-01
This is the book that Bobbi Brown's fans have been waiting for:
her 25-plus years of makeup styling experience distilled into one
complete, gorgeous book. Bobbi looks at everything from skincare
basics to every aspect of facial makeup--from how to find the right
color and type of foundation for any skin tone to how to apply
every detail of eye makeup (Brows, Eye Liner, Eye Shadow, and
Eye Lashes) no matter your eye color and shape. Of course there
are never-before-seen tips on blush, bronzer, lip liners, lipstick,
etc. And Bobbi looks beyond the face with informative chapters
on Hands and Feet and Body Skin Care. Each chapter has
thorough step-by-step basic directions for makeup application and
easy-to-follow photographs and line drawings, along with Bobbi's
expert, yet assuring, advice. Plus, there's a groundbreaking
section of the book that will be of special interest to women
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who've wanted to know how makeup stylists do what they do: the
top beauty secrets only these artists know, essential equipment to
keep on hand, how to break into the business, and how to work
with photographers and celebrities. Breathtaking photos of the
finished faces-from everyday looks to exotic runway style-along
with advice on putting it all together for every woman, make this
a book like no other. Bobbi Brown's Makeup Manual will be the
only book any woman will need to look absolutely fabulous.
  Quantitative Techniques for Competition and Antitrust
Analysis Peter Davis,Eliana Garcés,2009-11-16 This book
combines practical guidance and theoretical background for
analysts using empirical techniques in competition and antitrust
investigations. Peter Davis and Eliana Garcés show how to
integrate empirical methods, economic theory, and broad
evidence about industry in order to provide high-quality, robust
empirical work that is tailored to the nature and quality of data
available and that can withstand expert and judicial scrutiny.
Davis and Garcés describe the toolbox of empirical techniques
currently available, explain how to establish the weight of pieces
of empirical work, and make some new theoretical contributions.
The book consistently evaluates empirical techniques in light of
the challenge faced by competition analysts and academics--to
provide evidence that can stand up to the review of experts and
judges. The book's integrated approach will help analysts clarify
the assumptions underlying pieces of empirical work, evaluate
those assumptions in light of industry knowledge, and guide
future work aimed at understanding whether the assumptions are
valid. Throughout, Davis and Garcés work to expand the common
ground between practitioners and academics.
  The Value of Popular Music Alison Stone,2016-12-17 In
this book, Alison Stone argues that popular music since rock-‘n’-
roll is a unified form of music which has positive value. That value
is that popular music affirms the importance of materiality and
the body, challenging the long-standing Western elevation of the
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intellect above all things corporeal. Stone also argues that
popular music’s stress on materiality gives it aesthetic value,
drawing on ideas from the post-Kantian tradition in aesthetics by
Hegel, Adorno, and others. She shows that popular music gives
importance to materiality in its typical structure: in how music of
this type handles the relations between matter and form, the
relations between sounds and words, and in how it deals with
rhythm, meaning, and emotional expression. Extensive use is
made of musical examples from a wide range of popular music
genres. This book is distinctive in that it defends popular music
on philosophical grounds, particularly informed by the continental
tradition in philosophy.
  The Stranglers: Song by Song Hugh Cornwell,Jim
Drury,2011-08-01 The Stranglers have outlasted and outsold
virtually every other band of their era, recording ten hit albums
and releasing 21 Top 40 singles. Their list of hits, including
Golden Brown, were written against a background of spectacular
success, dismal failure, drug dependency, financial ruin,
infighting and misfortune. As a response to David Buckley's one-
sided biography of the band (No Mercy Hodder & Stoughton,
1997) and the band’s reticence to reveal the true meaning behind
their songs, Hugh Cornwell, founding member and songwriter,
sets the record straight, displaces the myths and for the first time
explains the real stories behind The Stranglers, his departure and
the origins of their songs.
  Imagining the Global Fabienne Darling-Wolf,2014-12-22
Based on a series of case studies of globally distributed media
and their reception in different parts of the world, Imagining the
Global reflects on what contemporary global culture can teach us
about transnational cultural dynamics in the 21st century. A
focused multisited cultural analysis that reflects on the symbiotic
relationship between the local, the national, and the global, it also
explores how individuals’ consumption of global media shapes
their imagination of both faraway places and their own local lives.
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Chosen for their continuing influence, historical relationships,
and different geopolitical positions, the case sites of France,
Japan, and the United States provide opportunities to move
beyond common dichotomies between East and West, or United
States and “the rest.” From a theoretical point of view, Imagining
the Global endeavors to answer the question of how one locale
can help us understand another locale. Drawing from a wealth of
primary sources—several years of fieldwork; extensive participant
observation; more than 80 formal interviews with some 160
media consumers (and occasionally producers) in France, Japan,
and the United States; and analyses of media in different
languages—author Fabienne Darling-Wolf considers how global
culture intersects with other significant identity factors, including
gender, race, class, and geography. Imagining the Global
investigates who gets to participate in and who gets excluded
from global media representation, as well as how and why the
distinction matters.
  Switched on Pop Nate Sloan,Charlie Harding,2019-12-13 Pop
music surrounds us - in our cars, over supermarket speakers,
even when we are laid out at the dentist - but how often do we
really hear what's playing? Switched on Pop is the book based on
the eponymous podcast that has been hailed by NPR, Rolling
Stone, The Guardian, and Entertainment Weekly for its witty and
accessible analysis of Top 40 hits. Through close studies of
sixteen modern classics, musicologist Nate Sloan and songwriter
Charlie Harding shift pop from the background to the foreground,
illuminating the essential musical concepts behind two decades of
chart-topping songs. In 1939, Aaron Copland published What to
Listen for in Music, the bestseller that made classical music
approachable for generations of listeners. Eighty years later, Nate
and Charlie update Copland's idea for a new audience and
repertoire: 21st century pop, from Britney to Beyoncé, Outkast to
Kendrick Lamar. Despite the importance of pop music in
contemporary culture, most discourse only revolves around lyrics
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and celebrity. Switched on Pop gives readers the tools they need
to interpret our modern soundtrack. Each chapter investigates a
different song and artist, revealing musical insights such as how a
single melodic motif follows Taylor Swift through every genre that
she samples, André 3000 uses metric manipulation to get
listeners to shake it like a Polaroid picture, or Luis Fonsi and
Daddy Yankee create harmonic ambiguity in Despacito that
mirrors the patterns of global migration. Replete with engaging
discussions and eye-catching illustrations, Switched on Pop
brings to life the musical qualities that catapult songs into the
pop pantheon. Readers will find themselves listening to familiar
tracks in new waysand not just those from the Top 40. The
timeless concepts that Nate and Charlie define can be applied to
any musical style. From fanatics to skeptics, teenagers to
octogenarians, non-musicians to professional composers, every
music lover will discover something ear-opening in Switched on
Pop.
  Oh Boy! Freya Jarman-Ivens,2013-09-27 From Muddy Waters
to Mick Jagger, Elvis to Freddie Mercury, Jeff Buckley to Justin
Timberlake, masculinity in popular music has been an issue
explored by performers, critics, and audiences. From the
dominance of the blues singer over his woman to the sensitive
singer/songwriter, popular music artists have adopted various
gendered personae in a search for new forms of expression.
Sometimes these roles shift as the singer ages, attitudes change,
or new challenges on the pop scene arise; other times, the
persona hardens into a shell-like mask that the performer
struggles to escape. Oh Boy! Masculinities and Popular Music is
the first serious study of how forms of masculinity are negotiated,
constructed, represented and addressed across a range of
popular music texts and practices. Written by a group of
internationally recognized popular music scholars—including
Sheila Whiteley, Richard Middleton, and Judith
Halberstam—these essays study the concept of masculinity in
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performance and appearance, and how both male and female
artists have engaged with notions of masculinity in popular music.
  Brand Relevance David A. Aaker,2011-01-25 Branding guru
Aaker shows how to eliminate the competition and become the
lead brand in your market This ground-breaking book defines the
concept of brand relevance using dozens of case studies-Prius,
Whole Foods, Westin, iPad and more-and explains how brand
relevance drives market dynamics, which generates opportunities
for your brand and threats for the competition. Aaker reveals how
these companies have made other brands in their categories
irrelevant. Key points: When managing a new category of
product, treat it as if it were a brand; By failing to produce what
customers want or losing momentum and visibility, your brand
becomes irrelevant; and create barriers to competitors by
supporting innovation at every level of the organization. Using
dozens of case studies, shows how to create or dominate new
categories or subcategories, making competitors irrelevant Shows
how to manage the new category or subcategory as if it were a
brand and how to create barriers to competitors Describes the
threat of becoming irrelevant by failing to make what customer
are buying or losing energy David Aaker, the author of four brand
books, has been called the father of branding This book offers
insight for creating and/or owning a new business arena. Instead
of being the best, the goal is to be the only brand around-making
competitors irrelevant.
  Mad World Lori Majewski,Jonathan Bernstein,2014-04-15 A
“hugely entertaining” history of the 1980s New Wave music scene
told through new interviews with its biggest artists (Rolling
Stone). Mad World is a compelling oral history that celebrates the
New Wave music phenomenon of the 1980s via new interviews
with 35 of the most notable artists of the period. Each chapter
begins with a discussion of their most popular song and leads to
stories of their history and place in the scene, ultimately painting
a vivid picture of this colorful, idiosyncratic time. Mixtape
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suggestions, fashion sidebars, and quotes from famous
contemporary admirers help fill out the fun. Participants include
members of Duran Duran, New Order, The Smiths, Tears for
Fears, Adam Ant, Echo, and the Bunnymen, Devo, ABC, Spandau
Ballet, A Flock of Seagulls, Thompson Twins, INXS, and more.
“One addictive chapter after another.” —Rob Sheffield, author of
Talking to Girls About Duran Duran “Tells the tale of some of the
decade’s most unforgettable songs . . . in fascinating detail,
letting the architects of these memorable records shine a light on
how the sound of a generation came to be.” —The Hollywood
Reporter “The new wave era is often dismissed for its one-hit
wonders and silly haircuts, but [Mad World] examines the period
with a great deal of love and reverence.” —Buzzfeed “A really
informative and insightful read.” —People
  Form, Fit, Fashion Jay Calderin,2009-12-01 An
indispensable primer for students and first-stop reference for
professionals, Form, Fit, and Fashion guides the fashion designer
through the entire design process, from conceiving a garment to
marketing it. This handbook collects the information and ideas
essential to planning and executing fashion projects of every scale
and distills them in an easy-to-use format that is compact enough
to slip into a tote. Linking six central phases in the cycle of
fashionâ€”research, editing, design, construction, connection, and
evolutionâ€”Form, Fit, and Fashion will help designers to develop
effective strategies for building a cohesive collection and
communicating their vision.
  Playing it Queer Jodie Taylor,2012 Popular music has always
been a dynamic mediator of gender and sexuality, and a
productive site of rebellion, oddity and queerness. The
transformative capacity of music-making, performance and
consumption helps us to make sense of identity and allows us to
glimpse otherworldliness, arousing the political imagination. With
an activist voice that is impassioned yet adherent to scholarly
rigour, Playing it Queer provides an original and compelling
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ethnographic account of the relationship between popular music,
queer self-fashioning and (sub)cultural world-making. This book
begins with a comprehensive survey and critical evaluation of
relevant literatures on queer identity and political debates as well
as popular music, identity and (sub)cultural style. Contextualised
within a detailed history of queer sensibilities and creative
practices, including camp, drag, genderfuck, queercore, feminist
music and club cultures, the author's rich empirical studies of
local performers and translocal scenes intimately capture the
meaning and value of popular musics and (sub)cultural style in
everyday queer lives.
  I Will Survive Gloria Gaynor,2014-03-11 I Will Survive is the
story of Gloria Gaynor, America's Queen of Disco. It is the story of
riches and fame, despair, and finally salvation. Her meteoric rise
to stardom in the mid-1970s was nothing short of phenomenal,
and hits poured forth that pushed her to the top of the charts,
including Honey Bee, I Got You Under My Skin, Never Can Say
Goodbye, and the song that has immortalized her, I Will Survive,
which became a #1 international gold seller. With that song,
Gloria heralded the international rise of disco that became
synonymous with a way of life in the fast lane - the sweaty bodies
at Studio 54, the lines of cocaine, the indescribable feeling that
you could always be at the top of your game and never come
down. But down she came after her early stardom, and problems
followed in the wake, including the death of her mother, whose
love had anchored the young singer, as well as constant battles
with weight, drugs, and alcohol. While her fans always imagined
her to be rich, her personal finances collapsed due to poor
management; and while many envied her, she felt completely
empty inside. In the early 1980s, sustained by her marriage to
music publisher Linwood Simon, Gloria took three years off and
reflected upon her life. She visited churches and revisited her
mother's old Bible. Discovering the world of gospel, she made a
commitment to Christ that sustains her to this day.
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  Club Cultures Sarah Thornton,2013-08-23 This is an
innovative contribution to the study of popular culture, focusing
on the youth cultures that revolve around dance clubs and raves.
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